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SUl1MARY 

While the knowledge of helicopter dynamics, structures and systems has increased 
and led to a steady improvement in the performance of helicopters, our under
standing of the man in the system is still somewhat limited. 

With the older, slower, less complex helicopters, the crew have usually been able 
to cope with their tasks, even if at some cost to themselves. The stage has now 
been reached where the pilot and crew are being required to perform more and more 
difficult tasks with increasingly complex equipment. Only if this equipment is 
carefully matched to the mEL~'s requirements and his tasks are designed to be within 
his capacity, will the future helicopter systems reach their full potential. 

By investigating human factors problem areas now, they can be identified and 
prevented from being repeated in future helicopters. Some ways in which the 
present shortcomings can be highlighted are by Cine filming, "Eyemark" and voice 
recording of helicopter crew during typical operational conditions. Existing 
hardware shortcomings can also be determined by conducting structured interviews 
and using other subjective methods with the operators of current equipment. 
Questionnaires submitted to operators have proved to be very effective in 
extracting useful data, if performed in a scientific manner. 

Frequently there would appear to be little communication between manufacturer and 
customer once the hardware is in use. The operator's complaints will become 
meaningful if the designer and manufacturer are shown how their products are 
actually used. It will then enable action to be taken to prevent present shortcomdngs 
from being perpetuated in future helicopters. 

H!TRODUCTIOll 

Once a helicopter is in production there seems to be little feedback of its human 
factors shortcomings - or its benefits - to the airframe or equipment manufacturers. 
This is due to inadequate communications channelS", apathy and the very adaptiveness 
of man, in that he can usually find a way round a problem. In the past this has 
usually been acceptable, but the situation is now being reached where the man is at 
the limit of his capacity. Both the man's and the machine's capabilities need to 
be optimised and integrated with one another. Before this can be done it must be 
fou.o"l.d out how man copes with the present situation and what are the cu=ent 
inadequacies. A number of techniques are available to help this to be done, 
ranging from activity recording on film or tape, physiological measurements and 
subjective evaluation during in flight operations to simulation and synthesised 
time analysis. 

CRE:'!I ACTIVITY RECORDH!G 

To gain an impression of helicopter crew activity and crew problem areas, it can 
be useful just to fly with the crew on an operational sortie and to observe events. 
Hm;ever, this has the disadvantage that the observer can record only subjective 
impressions of what he is looking at, or listening to, at that particular moment. 
It gives a somewhat biased qualitative measure but yields no quantitative 
information. 
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One method by which these shortcomings can be overcome is that of cine filming. 
For a number of years1,2, cine film records of helicopter pilot activity have been 
taken and analysed for several different types of UK service helicopter. 
These films provide a permanent record of pilot or cockpit activity. By careful 
al'lalysis, cre>r head and hand movement records ca..'l be compiled >rhich yield 
quantitative data and activity patterns for different flight conditioils. Figure 1 
shm1s the observer with the hand held fish eye lens camera fil!I!ing a Gazelle pilot. 
Figure 2 is. a "still" taken from a frame of the cine film record. 

Since much of the information required by the pilot is obtained visually, it can be 
argued that study of eye movements or scanning patterns may indicate the difficulty 
of the task being performed at the time. Experience has shown this to be true, and 
Figures 3 and 4 show typical pilot's head activity patterns for Cruise, Low Level 
and'":-~ of the Earth" (NOE) flight. 

These figures clearly demonstrate how activity patterns change as flight condition 
rel1ited task difficulty increases. During the relatively undemanding cruise 
condition at 700 feet above ground level (agl), Gazelle Pilot B tended to spend 
long glances of several seconds out to the front with shorter ones, of a second or 
so duration, to the left, right or inside the cockpit. In this phase of the flight, 
the average length of glance was found to be 3.3 seconds. During low level flight, 
where the same Gazelle pilot fle>r lower at about 100 feet agl (but remained well 
clear of ground obstruction~ the flying task was still relatively undemanding and a 
very similar scanning pattern was produced. Surprisingly, Pilot A flying a much 
larger \ifessex also produced an almost identical scanning pattern for lo>r level flight 
as Gazelle Pilot B, Pilot A had an average scan time of 2.9 seconds. 

Figure 4 shows typical NOE head activity patterns from one Sioux and t>ro Scout Pilots. 
NOE flying is far more demanding, requiring the pilot to fly as lo>r and as fast as 
possible, flying bet>reen obstacles rather than over them. These activity 
patterns are very similar, despite the different pilots and different helicopter 
types. However, these patterns are quite different to those for low level or 
cruising flight. The NOE patterns are typified by frequent short glances outside 
and inside the cockpit, averaging 1.6 seconds. 

Other typical patterns (but different to the Cruise or NOE patterns shown here) have 
been found for other phases of flight such as operations in and out of wooded 
clearings and restricted areas3. 

Table 1 summarises the % times spent looking inside and outside different 
helicopter types by RAF, JL~ and Army pilots for various flight conditions, all of 
which have been recorded on cine film. 
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TABLE 1 Percentage head activity times for 8 pilots in 6 types of aircraft for 
different flight tasks or conditions, derived from cine film analysis. 

Task/Pilot Left Radio Nap Inst Front Right I Total Out 

CRUISE I 
\•!essex Pilot A 10 0 0 13.6 59-7 16.7 86.4 
Gazelle Pilot B 17.5 2.0 1. 6 5-2 57-7 16.0 91.2 
Scout Pilot G 32.8 I 0 0 18.4 44-4 4-4 81.6 
Scout Pilot E 13.8 • 10.4 7.2 18.4 37.7 12.5 64.0 

LOw LEVEL 

Wessex Pilot A 15.6 0 0 5-5 72.7 6.2 94-S 
Gazelle Pilot B 15.3 0 0 3-9 i 76.2 4.6 96.1 

' ~lAP of the EARTH 

Scout Pilot C 9.1 9.0 6.6 5-5 55.8 14.0 
t 

78.9 
' Scout Pilot D 20.7 0 9.6 5-7 51.6 12.4 84.7 

Scout Pilot F 17.1 4.6 7.8 5-4 51.9 13-2 82.2 
Scout PilotE 9-3 11. 1 10.8 4.6 51.2 13.0 73-5 
Sioux Pilot E 3.8 0.5 5-7 8.5 51.9 29.6 85.3 
Beaver Pilot H (F/W) 12.5 0 10.3 6.9 57.0 13.3 82.8 

i 
HOVER in CLEARii!G ! 

I 

Scout Pilot G 36.1 0 0 6.1 I 43-7 14.1 93-9 
Puma Pilot A 3-9 0 0 5.8 76.6 13.7 94.2 
'1/essex Pilot A 5.6 0 0 0 ' 26.9 67.5 100.0 • ' 

It can be seen from tl'e table that a considerable amount of time is spent by 
most pilots looking inside the cockpit. For example, at NOE height it was 
expected that a pilot would spend virtually all of his time looking outside 
the cockpit to detect and avoid trees, 1-dres and other potential hazards. The 
figures above indicate that Army helicopter pilots spend about a fifth of their 
time looking inside the cockpit during NOE flight. The reasons for this are 
that the pilot flying lWE is constantly scannine his instruments to check 
engine performance etc to detect engine and system changes which might be the 
precursor of failures. If the pilot has no crew to help him, he may be map 
readLDg and changing radio frequency. At very low level the view ahead may be 
only a few hundred metres or less. This requires repeated checking of the map 
with the identifiable ground features in view. During cruise at several hundred 
feet agl' the pilot IS Vi OW iS for kilometreS ra thor than metreS and he Can 
identify his position on the map relatively quickly. Similarly, at low level the 
radio may be masked by ground faa tures and this will require add.i tional t<ming or 
frequency changing. This will result in. more time being spent looking inside the 
cockpit than would be so at higher altituces. 

Thus, cine filming of pilot's activity patterns can provide some useful general 
objective data and can highlight areas where improvements are required to improve 
the operator equipment interface. However, it is a relatively inaccurata method 
of investigating pilot scanning patterns. A more precise method is that of the 
L'ye point of regard or "Eyemark" camera.4,5 This method uses a corneal reflection 
technique. The image of a small light source, mounted on the head close to the 
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pilot's eye, is reflected from the cornea onto a half silvere"d mirror positio:1ed 
;_,., front of the eye. The movement of the reflected image is recorded via a lens 
system by a TV camera onto a video tape recorder. The forward view in front of the 
pilot's head is also recorded on the same optical system. Thu~ a picture of the 
~~P.nR in front of the head is obtained on which is superimposed the image of the 
ligh~ source showing the point of regard of the pilot. Subsequent analysis of the 
video tape enables the calculation to be made of the precise amount and number of 
times that the pilot looks at particular instru~ents, or exactly where outside he 
is looking during flight. 

The more detailed "Eyemark" ac ti vi ty chart obtained for a Gazelle pilot during 10\•1 
level and climbing flight is shown in Figure 5. Glances of less than a tenth of a 
second have been recorded for helicopter pilots during peaks of high level 
ac ti vi ty by this technique. The "Eyemark" camera has revealed similar but more 
detailed and sensitive visual activity patterns than has the simpler cine filming 
method. However the "~Jemark" is a much more costly and difficult technique to 
use and gives no indication of pilot manual activity in the cockpit, as does the 
cine film .. 

Visual activity recordings can be supplemented by tape recordings of the intercom. 
durLng flight. These not only aid in the analysis of the visual record, but can 
also give an indication of pilot and crew workload. Voice recordings can directly 
inform the observer of the task difficulty by their content, or Ln certain situations, 
by their quantity and frequency of occurrence. For example if the pilot is 
constantly having to use his radio or intercom, it is an indication that his flying 
task still allows some spare mental capacity to take on verbal tasks. If these 
secondary tasks are then interrupted and the pilot temporarily ceases speaking, it 
is likely that the primary task of flying has increased in difficulty and the 
secondary verbal task has had to be dropped. This method of detecting a high 
workload in a flight situation was the startLng point of an investigation of a non 
intrusive method for detecting pilot stress. It relies upon changes in the speech 
spectrum to indicate mental stress of pilots and Air Traffic controllers and is 
currently under development at Farnborough6, 7. 

Thus, some indication of the problems of existing helicopters and their systems can 
be obtained by recording overt crew activity and can give some measure of workload. 
This does not, however, give the complete answer and subjective evaluations can often 
provide complementary data. Questionnaires, subjective ratings and structured 
interviews are some of the methods by which this additional information can be 
acquired. 

QUESTIONl'!AIRES AND INTERVIEVIS 

Correctly designed questionnaires, if used sensibly, can yield information which 
would be difficult, if not impossible, to obtain by other methods. As mentioned 
above, once a helicopter or its equipment has been designed, manufactured and 
delivered to the operator, there often is little feedback of information to indicate 
either its faults or merits. A carefully designed and administered questionnaire 
can sometimes provide this feedback link, to the ultimate benefit of both user, 
manufacturer and R&D authority8. , 

As stated by Howells9, equipment designers tend to consider the use of such 
subjective methods as interviewing or questionnaire techniques only as a last 
resort when it has not been found possible to measure or quantify the performance 
of the equipment. In terms of the normal academic and professional training of 
designers this is understandable so that if the designer has to resort to using some 
form of subjective assessment, the results are often disappointing to all concerned. 
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Perhaps =!mown to many designers of aircraft systems, pers.ons engaged in certain 
fields of research and areas of study, such as clinical psychologists and even 
market researchers, often possess no other tool other than some form of systematic 
subjective assessment. In the hands of such practitioners, it is often a far more 
systematic and precise tool than when used by an equipment designer who lacks an 
appreciation of the various rating scales, checklist techniques etc available. 
In the field of aerospace R&D, it is usually possible to find a specialist ~lith 
experience in the ~se of such methods and it is advisable to seek such professional 
help if available1 • 

For a questionnaire to stand any chance of success a number of stages must be 
followed. Usually an initial study must take place, with visits to part of the 
population who will receive the final questionnaire. These visits will help to 
ensure that the correct questions are asked in a form which is readily llilder
standable by the population concerned. All too often human factors engineers ask 
questions in their own jargon which are either ambiguous or misunderstood (or both) 
by the recipient. On the other hand, if questions can be phrased in the recipient's 
terminology it shows that the latter is not dealing with someone completely out of 
touch with reality but with someone who has made some effort in trying to understand 
the user's problems and who is open to suggestions. At this stage in the design of 
the questionnaire, the means of analysis should be considered. All too often the 
questionnaire analyst is confronted with a mass of almost unclassifiable and 
meaningless data which cannot be correlated with other data. The correctly designed 
questionnaire will yield data that can be quickly and simply extracted and, if 
necessary, processed by computer and correlated with other data. This can be 
accomplished by the use of forced choice questions constructed around a decision 
tree. 

The following A&AEE Scale is an example of a decision tree based on the Cooper
Harper rating scale. It was used by Howells11 to evaluate noise and vibration 
levels in Sea King helicopters. 



Example 1 

A&AEE (0-10) SCALE FOR SU:BJECTIVE PROBLEr,l ASSESSJIIDTT 

No problem 

Not apparent to experienced air
crew fully occupied. by their 
tasks, but noticeable if their 
attention is directed to it or 
not otherwise occupied. 

Experienced aircrew are aware of 
the problem but it does not 

~~~ intrude so that their work is 
affected, at least over a short 
period. 

RATTIJG 
SCALE 

0 

7 
The problem is immediately 
apparent to experienced aircrew 
even 1<hen fully occupied. 
Performance of primary task is 
affected, or tasks can only be 
done with difficulty. 

--8 

9 

Sole preoccupation of aircre1< is 
to reduce the problem. Intolerable ~0 

The ra ti.'lgs from different ere;~ members in several different helicopters 1<er8 
compared with objective measurements of noise and vibration for the purpose of 
determining those aspects of the cabi.D environment that degrade comfort and 
performance .the most. 

An example of a forced choice question which was used in a helicopter seat 
evaluation is sho-wn below: 

::example 2 

Please rank the follo1<ing factors in terms of how you assess they would improve 
ouerational comfort: 

(Accepted that present primary controls cannot be altered) 
Adjustable rake 
Better seat coveri.ng material 
Foldable arm rests 
Improved vertical seat adjustments 
Improved F/A seat adjustments 
Lumbar support 
Seat pan con touring _ 
Thigh support _ 
Vibration isolation 
Other 
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This type of ~uestion forces the user to respond with a finite, but likely 
list of alternative replies. The ~uestioner is then able to group the data into 
meaningful separate categories for analysis or final correlation with other data. 
(There is little point in collecting a mass of data from a ~uestio~~aire if it 
cannot be broken down, analysed and used in a meaningful way). Even if the 
~uestionnaire has been designed to ask the correct ~uestions in the right way, 
such that the responses can be readily analysed, it will not achieve its potential 
if it is poorly administered. 

A ~uestionnaire needs to be distributed personally with an explanation of its purpose. 
Another problem often encountered is that the e~uipment user has been complaining 
for years about its shortcomings but nothing has been done to improve it. If a 
questionnaire arrives without explanation, the user may doubt if it is worth 
bothering to complete it as nothing has happened in the past. If the ~uestioner 
is available to explain that the user's objections to the e~uipment have not 
reached him, and that this is an attempt to remedy the situation, his chance of 
receiving completed questionnaire will be very much improved. The distributor 
should be available to help anyone who still has difficulty in understanding any 
of the ~uestions. Similarly there should be someone detailed to collect the 
~uestionnaires when completed and to return them to the originator. 

Fre~uently there are complaints that a very low proportion of completed 
~uesoionnaires have been returned. This is usually due to some or all of the 
following reasons as follows 

Questionnaires were sent to a Unit by post for distribution without 
any personal contact by the originator. 

2 No explanation was given of the purpose of the ~uestionnaire. 

3 The ~uestionnaire was ambiguous or poorly designed. 

4 There was no one to collect the completed forms. 

5 The Unit has already received a number of poorly designed ~uestionnaires 
recently and is getting bored at completing them. 

Ideally ~uestionnaires should be designed and administered 1n such a way that they 
meet the following criteria. 

Questionnaires: 

a. Should provide feedback of e~uipment faults and merits. 

b. Purpose must be explained to the recipient. 

c. Should ask ~uestions that can be understood by the recipient. 

d. Should be designed to yield useful and correlateable data. 

e. Should use forced choice ~uestions whenever possible. 

f. Should be collected when completed. 

If the above criteria are observed then ~uestionnaires can provide the e~uipment 
designer with information which is invaluable and often unobtainable by other means. 
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. •,-e:J with a well-produced and admi.rlistered c;uestiormai:::e, difficulty is someti.'Ties 
:-:.co,Jn tered '\·Ti th, for examplA, pilots ,,rho are quite wil1Ll'1.g to d.iscuss eq1.·.i "P-::!ent, 
"'"':c bu"t uneasy at \•tri ting comirrents dovm on paper. For this situation the st~uc
t't::-e'J in te~rview might offer the best approach. The same procedure should. bP 
:'.)llovred. 88 is required for a questio!"...naire except that th~ subjective respo:0ses 
i':t'e recorded by the questioe1er rather than by the sub,iect. This technique has 
b"!sn us·3d successfully on several occasions by Howells9• 11. The procedure used 
,,'"S c'or the helicopter pilots to read through sequentially structured general 
"'.\estions which led to forced choice branchi."lg questions. Ravi.'1g done this and 
resistered the preferred choice categor'J the pilots went on to explai."l verbally the 
(i etailed reasons for so choosi.'1g. The verbal response was then noted dmm by the 
questioner or discussed in greater detail for cla:rifica tion. Sometimes, if :10 

ob.i·=ction 1<as raised, the dialogue between nilot and questioner >~as recorded on 
tape for later analysis. 

T'nis technique of a structured interviel·l was devebped initially for a trial to 
supnlemeEt radar plots of a helicopter 1 s :position during an evaluation of a 
helicopter guiC.ance approach aid. It Has fo"""'d to be acceptable to the test pilots 
concerned and yielded information of both sufficient generality ar1d detail for use 
by the equipment designers. The latter >~ere able to assess more fully the system 
performance than they had previously, by reference to radar records alone. 

Since thi's use of the structured L"l terview, it has been usefully employed in the 
evaluation of helicopter seati."lg and helicopter workload studies. It 'rould be 
eq~lly applicable for assessing electro-optical aids and other equipment for 
helicopter use. 

I:..'l general, if performed in a , e!l.sible marl!'1er, sub,jective teclmiques using 
questionnaires or intervie'tvs can yielcl much i.nformation Hhich is unobtainable by 
other objective measurement teclmiques. It can Rlso give the designer insight 
into why objective data result in the wa:r they do. Hore i.11portant, subjective 
inoormation provides the feedback lil1k bet1;een tha equipment operator ana the 
d.esigner, manufacturer and R&D authority. 

There is Jo simple or unique way in 1orhich a helicopter or its systems can be 
desigraed to have acceptable human factors aspects with th·c cre;r as an integral 
part of the overall helicopter system. Some of the major pitfalls may, hoHever, 
be avoided if note is taken of present helicopter shortcomings (and advantages). 
Often these go unnoticed by all but the operators. If current helicopters are 
systematically studied there is a good chance that the manufacturer can be made 
a·,,are of -~he shortcomings so that they are not repeated in future designs. This 
can be accomplished by methodical evaluation using crew activity recording tech
cliques and by the use of carefully preyared and administered subjective 
investigations. 

'1ntil recently, investigators have tended, to be polarised towards either 
subjective evaluation using questionnaires or ob,jective measures. R-arely have 
both objective and subjective measures been usBd simultaneously. Only by using 
various subjective and objective measures together will the full picture of the 
helicopter user and his requirements be built up and better future designs be 
ensured. 

Copyright 0 Controller HMSO, London, 1979. 
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FIG 1 Gazelle Pilot B being filmed by observer with hand-held fish eye 
lens cine camera. 

FIG 2 Frame from fish eye camera film showing Pilot flying 
NOE and operating badly positioned radio. 
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